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owner on our 2. We bought it with about 30K on it and are at almost K now. It's really been a
great car and the problems we've started having are things you'd expect with a car this old.
We've recently had to replace the timing belt, water pump, brakes, and the costly item was the
catalytic converter. Wouldn't hesitate to buy another one with lower mileage. Bought my 95
Contour LX with the 4-cyl 5-speed manual transmission. I've been trying to convince myself to
buy another car for 6 years now - I have failed over and over again. This car certainly isn't flashy
or super powerful, but believe or now it is fun to drive. The two big complaints with this car are
ridiculous cup holders and not enough leg room in the back for adults. At 60K mi I had Midas
install non-Ford struts. Am now pushing K mi with those same struts. Other than the usual
maintenance, this car has been fantastic. This car is a great car if you find one that has been
taken care of. I bought mine with over K miles so it wasn't the best condition. The biggest
problems was the underhood electrical system which failed in more than one place due to heat,
fragile transmission, and dry rotted suspension mounts. The best part of this car is the 2.
Unfortuneately it doesn't have much low end torque so a 5speed is the best choice for this car.
Fuel economy isn't great, just make sure you get one that has been taken care of. Fun to drive
car. Great handling and road feel. Good visibility. Comfortable firm ride. Some reliability
problems that can be mitigated substantially by reading the techical bulletins and FAQ on Worst
vehicle I have ever owned. Bought it with 75, miles on it. My 4x4 jeep Cherokee got better city
mileage than this Ford gets on the highway 60mph. I discovered this year and model is at the
top of the "Do NOT buy used" list. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about
the Contour. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5
stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Been a good car! Items per page:. Write a review See all
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In addition to the collection of compact and mid-sized sedans already piling up in the
automotive industry, the new Ford Contour arrived into the market in as an American
counterpart of Ford Mondeo of the European market. The 2. Also standard are the dual airbags
while antilock brakes and traction control were offered as options for all Ford Contour models.
For the consumers of Ford Contour models, it is not necessary to mourn over the ending of its
production. Its existence did not vanish from the automotive industry. It has simply laid its
legacy to be remembered by the enthusiasts who have been so touched by this sedan model's
performance and beautiful entry into the automotive industry. Although Ford Contour
production has ceased, this would not mean the end of its participation in the industry. Ford
Contour automotive parts are available in the market to make sure that existence of these
vehicles will not fade into oblivion. Ford Contour parts are in proliferation whether you need
Ford Contour replacement parts, body parts, engine parts, suspension parts, interior parts, and

a whole host of auto parts that are provided by aftermarket and OEM manufacturers. If location
of these parts is tough job for you, you can delve into the arena of the internet because this is
where you can find complete listing of Ford Contour auto parts and accessories. My Contour's
battery-shaped warning light is blinking on and off? What is it and what seems to be the
problem? The warning light that looks like a battery is called an alternator warning light. You
might think that when it lights up, you're having a battery problem, however, it is not why the
light comes on. The light is actually connected to your car's computer system that monitors the
output coming from the alternator. If the output of the alternator is within the normal range, the
warning light doesn't light up. But if the output is higher or lower than the pre-set limit, the
warning light turns on. When the warning light is blinking, there is something wrong with your
alternator. Alternators usually generate 13V to This voltage should be maintained at a constant
level. As more power is demanded by the components that need it, the alternator needs to work
harder in order for it to maintain the needed voltage. If your car's alternator is faulty, it will not
be able to deliver the right amount of voltage needed by your car. My Contour's engine's RPM
kicks up to 3,, but my car is not moving as fast as it sounds like and I'm having trouble shifting
gears. Why is that? The usual culprit is a dirty or defective clutch. If the problem is coming from
the clutch, you should have it replaced with a new one. However, these symptoms may also be
telling you that there's something wrong with your Contour's transmission. Your transmission
may be slipping. One of the most common causes of transmission slip is low transmission fluid.
This issue is easy to address as all you need to do is fill it up again with enough transmission
fluid. Another common cause is a broken or worn out transmission band. This is a bigger
problem because it poses a threat not only to your transmission but to your engine as well. If
there are worn-out or defective parts like the transmission band, you need to have them
replaced as soon as possible to avoid more expensive problems. There are a number of reasons
why your Contour's check engine indicator is on. It can be a simple problem and can also be a
big one. One simple problem is your car's gas cap just needs to be tightened. The gas cap
keeps the fuel system sealed and aids in maintaining the pressure in the fuel tank. Also, it
prevents your gas from evaporating when you are not driving your car. If the gas cap is
damaged or is missing, have it replaced. A lit up check engine indicator can also mean that your
oxygen O2 sensor is defective. It can also mean that your catalytic converter is acting up. A
faulty catalytic converter can also result in low fuel economy. Your Contour will not pass the
emissions test as well. One of the automaking giant's first "world cars," the Ford Contour was
known for its superb handling and performance. It was an affordable car for those who took
delight in the joys of driving. Many changes were made in its short, five-year production run,
during which it has repeatedly garnered praise for its spirited drivability. Described as "a fun
four-door sedan that offered European moves at American prices," it truly was a car for the
world. The Ford Contour was developed to compete with compact cars from Europe and Japan.
Known as the Ford Mondeo abroad, it was a front-wheel drive sedan equipped with traction
control and anti-lock brakes and powered by either a 2. Although the Ford Contour handled
well, it was criticized for having a cramped interior. Ford remedied the problem in the car's
sophomore year by adjusting the front seats to provide more leg room for the rear-seat
passengers. The rear seats were also remade in a way that allowed for more headroom. Finally,
the manual transmission was reworked to make shifting easier. There were few changes for the
Ford Contour in These include the introduction of a Sport Package for the GL and LX models for
more serious driving and the addition of minor features like a power antenna and an interior
trunk light. The Ford Contour's exterior was restyled with a wider chrome grille and larger
headlights. It also gets new alloy wheels and slightly more spacious rear seating. This year also
saw the debut of the high-performance Ford Contour SVT, which was hailed for its superior
handling. Its 2. This year saw the Ford Contour reach the peak of its performance. A new
all-speed traction control system became available for V6 models with anti-lock brakes. This
made more aggressive driving possible. The rear seat room was also increased for the third
year in a row for better seating. The car's reputation for great drivability at an affordable price
remained strong that year when Edmunds. Other than the addition of more color options and a
standard emergency trunk-release handle, only minor changes occurred this year. The last Ford
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production year. Ford Contour models were seen with significant changes from the
introduction until it ended production in the year where it left only a single Ford Contour sport
model with a renamed SE Sport and the Ford Contour SVT model. This time features for the
Sport model included the hp V6 engine. Although production for Ford Contour models was
short-lived, its performance was noted well in the industry. Its good acceleration and handling
was the most strength Ford Contour gave to the consumers. Five Years of the Ford Contour.
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